ACER FINANCE

Acer products have never been easier or more affordable to acquire! Acer Finance offers flexible financial solutions that address your budget constraints allowing you to bring your technology investments forward and protect your current capital and cash flow. Our simple and flexible finance terms, competitive rates and straightforward application process will provide you with immediate purchasing power and allow you to budget with predictable monthly or quarterly payments.

We offer:
• Rental Terms: 24 to 48 Months
• Minimum deal size: $5,000
• Flexible repayment terms
• Product Types: Rental, Finance lease, Hire Purchase, Chattel mortgage and Master Rental Agreement
• Total equipment solution including hardware, software, services
• Straightforward application and documentation process
• Dedicated sales and support

Contact us for more information:
Vicki.todorovska@acer.com | 0411 078 976
Lloyd.bickerton@acer.com | 0409 311 411

STEM

STEM allows Australian Schools to have an innovative approach to Education that will ensure our young adults are well equipped with the skills they need as they move into the future economy of Australia and the world.

The Australian Government has committed to restore the focus, and increase student uptake of, Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics subjects in primary and secondary schools across the country.

Total funding for Inspiring all Australians in digital literacy and STEM is $112.2 million and the department’s initiatives total $64.6 million between 2016-17.

Globally Acer wants to Invest in the Innovators of Tomorrow and we have developed Acer CloudProfessor, which was recently nominated for the Best Innovation Awards for Education by the Mobile World Congress!

Acer CloudProfessor is your pathway to the IoT (Internet of Things) where Students can Simply Plug & Play, Code & Make. Accessed on the cloud, with video tutorials, kids bring their creativity to the forefront by coding from their device. With a variety of add-on kits to ignite your students imagination the possibilities are endless and the sky truly is the limit!!

I am so excited about this hitting Australian shores in 2017 that I invite you to apply to be one of my Early Adopter Pilot Sites. Do you want to be one of 10 schools across the nation that I work with?

To register simply send me a creative showcase of what your school is doing with STEM, focussed on Technology (in any format you choose) to Natasha.Babic@acer.com by 30 Nov 2016.

I will announce our Early Adopter Pilot Sites in our Term 1 2017 Education Buyers Guide so that you can continue on the journey with us!
Dear Educators & Friends,

Welcome to Term 4, another year is flying by and technology has continued to advance in leaps and bounds. My Team and I wanted to thank you for your support throughout the year and the great feedback you have shared along the way that has allowed us to create the technology you need to deliver greater outcomes for your students and enhance the learning experience.

And Acer is committed to assisting you in all these key focus areas as you go on the journey;

- **NAPLAN:** Acer devices allow your school to connect seamlessly to the internet as NAPLAN goes online in 2017
- **STEM:** Acer CloudProfessor will hit Australia next year so register your interest with us
- **Student Device Program:** Acer has a range of devices to suit students of all ages and meet the requirements of all learning outcomes that schools need to deliver to their communities

Acer and its National network of Education Business Partners is committed to working with every school in Australia to ensure you have the technology and support you need to focus on what you do best...teaching the kids of our future. We hope you enjoy our last Education Buyers Guide for 2016 and please reach out to me, I would love to hear from you.

On behalf of myself and my team have a wonderful end of year with your staff and students and let us know how we can help you, that what we are here for!

Warm Regards,

*Natasha Babic*

National Education Sales Manager

Natasha.Babic@acer.com  |  0409 361 804
NEW BYOD PORTAL

BYOD.acer.com.au is built specifically for Australian schools and parents. This initiative reflects our commitment to the Australian school BYOD landscape. It serves as a device purchase and advice portal. Many of our resellers are already on board and your favourite local IT resellers who support your school and community are warmly invited to participate.

BYOD FOR SCHOOLS
• Proven product preferred by Australian and international education authorities
• Broad range of price, specification and device types
• BYOD service for school choice of Hands-On or Hands-Off involvement
• Easy ADP including $0 excess
• Optional image preload or pre-configure network settings
• End-to-end parent purchase portal and reporting without school financial obligation
• Experienced facilitation by an ACA BDM and school nominated reseller

BYOD FOR PARENTS
• Commercial industrial design and reliability
• Preferred by leading Australian and international education authorities
• Optional education specialised armor case and carry bags
• Choose from 1, 2 or 3 year warranties
• Easy ADP including $0 excess
• Free home delivery
• No credit card surcharges
• Acer Rewards for the whole family

To find out more about Acer’s BYOD offerings or for assistance with embarking on a BYOD strategy, visit: BYOD.acer.com.au
THE ACER DIFFERENCE

Acer’s facilities in Australia are designed to fulfill your requirements quickly and efficiently. These facilities include:

ACER INTEGRATION CENTRE
Provides systems integration facilities for customers who require extended burn-in, network functionality testing, image loading, asset registration and reporting. This is ideal for our Education clients looking to standardise new hardware before a roll-out.

WAREHOUSE
A 5,000m² facility that stores raw materials and finished products prior to shipping, enabling a five to seven day turn-around on hardware builds and the ability to do local customisation in Australia.

NATIONAL REPAIR NETWORK
Acer operates a number of repair facilities throughout Australia. We provide both on-site and return-to-base repair options, ensuring minimal inconvenience and down-time for our Education clients wherever they are.

As part of our continual growth, we are pleased to announce a recent and successful transition with Amalgamated Wireless Australasia (AWA) as an addition to our National Repair Network.

The partnership with AWA will compliment Acer Computer Australia by attributing their national network of specialist IT technicians and service partners to further broaden our coverage across Australia with the aim to provide additional and effective professional services to our clients and continuously improve our Service levels.

REMOVAL AND RECYCLING
Our Technology removal and recycling service offers a cost effective solution for the disposal of older Technology assets while at the same time addressing our strong environmental policies.

PROJECT GOVERNANCE
Acer’s dedicated project team utilises Acer’s I-Flow framework to manage life cycle services or system wide deployment for large Education rollouts.

This framework is specifically designed for the education technology refresh activities – it minimises administration effort whilst maintaining the controls and quality assurance.
SERVICE & SUPPORT

In your challenging and complex educational environments, you need products and support that you can rely on. Acer provides a variety of warranty and service options to suit your requirements and budget. Our skilled call centre staff and support engineers help resolve frustrating and potentially expensive technical issues with servers, desktop, notebook PCs and display solutions.

Acer’s Australia and New Zealand based operation provides our customers with call centre, technical support, repairs, logistics and spare parts management. It’s this broad skill base and the sophisticated support systems that allow Acer to seamlessly service customers throughout the Oceanic region.

INSTALLATION SERVICES
Acer has an in-house Project Management Division which delivers a full end-to-end lifecycle service for the refresh of all assets. Services include the planning of refresh cycles, logistics, installation of new assets and the decommissioning of old assets for end of life processing. Our team will ensure that a high quality, consistent and dependable service is delivered through a single point of contact, backed up with real-time reporting from our process governance system, i-Track.

ON-SITE SERVICE
Acer provides cost effective and professional on-site services utilising our highly knowledgeable and professionally skilled group of engineers in all metropolitan and most regional locations. Our proven track record combined with our comprehensive service network gives our clients the confidence that we can provide the on-site service and response times they require. Whether it is an efficient and cost effective Next Business day response to a 4 hour on-site attendance for the most critical of requirements or IT infrastructure rollouts, Acer can tailor a solution to suit.

RESPONSIBLE END OF LIFE SERVICES
Ensuring assets are managed responsibly at the end of their life is a core focus for Acer. We have invested in our own in-house asset processing centre which processes units prior to disposal, recycling or return for lease closure. We ensure all units are fully sanitised and data wiped according to stringent industry standards. Each unit is tracked at a serial number level and certificates of data destruction can be provided.

ADVANTAGES INCLUDE:
• Coverage throughout Australia and New Zealand
• Highly trained and professional personnel
• Tailored response times
• Reduced downtime
• On-site repair
• Remedial and preventative service

YOU CHOOSE THE WARRANTY SERVICE THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOUR SCHOOL, COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY.
The Acer National Call Centre is staffed by enthusiastic and helpful specialists who are trained in all aspects of the Acer products as well as related products such as Microsoft operating systems and applications. Our call centre has access to Acer’s worldwide knowledge base information so your problem can be resolved in the quickest possible time.

TRUSTWORTHY TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Our technical support department is a second-level support facility with engineers skilled in Acer hardware and all current operating systems. They can assist with pre- and post-sales support of Acer products and peripherals. The technical support department also prepares standard and customised standard operating environment images allowing Acer to produce a total solution comprising hardware and software as an integrated product.

SERVER AND STORAGE SUPPORT
In your educational institution it is most likely the server or SAN product needs to work night and day, 7 days a week. Therefore we provide 24x7 technical support with every Server and SAN product we sell.
Altos server and storage customers and channel partners around Australia and New Zealand can access senior Acer support engineers no matter what time of day, or night ensuring your business is safe from unnecessary down times. It’s not just a product you buy from Acer – it’s a complete service.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND WIDE REPAIR CENTRE LOCATIONS
Acer operates a number of repair facilities throughout both Australia & New Zealand. We provide both onsite and return to base repair capabilities ensuring minimal inconvenience and down-time for our customers … wherever they are.
NOTEBOOKS
TOUGH AS TRAVELMATE

Built to last, ready for anything – including classroom. Acer’s TravelMate series is designed and tested for reliability, security, productivity and toughness using the industry’s most stringent criteria.

**TravelMate endures Extreme Temp & Humidity**
Temperature & Humidity Test: -20°C to 65°C and up to 80% humidity

**TravelMate has Super Hinge**
Hinge life tested 25,000 times withstands more than 5kg of force

**TravelMate survives Free Fall Test**
Free-drop tested withstands 74cm drop with system on

**TravelMate is Solid under Pressure**
Weight & pressure tested withstands pressure up to 60kg/cm²

**TravelMate has Thicker Amour**
TravelMate employs 20% more High Impact ABS or Advanced Materials Technology to withstand rigours of the everyday classroom when compared with conventional rival models

**TravelMate withstands Liquid Spills**
Liquid spill resistant keyboard comes standard on TravelMate series

---

* Hardware configuration can be tailored to school specifications, please contact your state Acer education business development manager.
TRAVELMATE B1 SERIES

Portable Notebooks
TravelMate B1 series notebooks are designed to enhance the learning experience. From their robust construction to solid features, they help maximize the potential of the classroom.

Key Features
• 11.6" HD 1366 x 768 display (with optional touch)
• Intel® Celeron® / Pentium® processor
• Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265
• Up to 4GB RAM | up to 256GB SSD
• Full school day battery life
  (Up to 12 hours battery life1)
• Ultra-light at only 1.4kgs
• 3 year onsite warranty

Price from: $529 Ex GST

Acer recommends Windows.

Make classroom participation more fun with Acer TeachSmart multicolored LED lights. For example students can answer Multiple Choice Questions in real-time with corresponding colored lights for all to see.

TravelMate B117

Key Features
• 11.6" HD 1366 x 768 display (with optional touch)
• Intel® Celeron® / Pentium® processor
• Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265
• Up to 4GB RAM | up to 256GB SSD
• Full school day battery life
  (Up to 12 hours battery life1)
• Ultra-light at only 1.4kgs
• 3 year onsite warranty

Price from: $529 Ex GST

MILITARY-GRADE PROTECTION
BUILT FOR THE CLASSROOM

MIL-STD 810G (PASSED)
501.5 High temperature
502.5 Low temperature
506.5 Rain (Drip)
507.5 humidity (Natural Cycles)
514.6 Vibration (Category 24)
516.6 Mechanical Shock

Price and specification correct at time of printing however subject to change.
1 Battery life varies depending on power settings, specifications and usage. 2 WiDi feature can only be used with a compatible WiDi enabled projector or big screen.
**TRAVELMATE P2 SERIES**

*Portable Notebooks*

The TravelMate P2 Series comes in 13.3”, 14” and 15.6” sizes with refined textile finish that both looks and feels great, also loaded with security software for easy, centralised control.

**Key Features**

- 13.3” / 14” / 15.6” HD 1366 x 768 display
- Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 / i7 processor
- 5 GHz wireless connectivity
- Full school day battery life (Up to 7 hours¹)
- Light weight from 1.5kgs
- Project images wirelessly via Intel® WiDi²
- 3 year onsite warranty

**Price from:** $889 Ex GST

---

¹ Hardware configuration can be tailored to school specifications, please contact your state Acer education business development manager.
TRAVELMATE P4 SERIES

Professional Notebooks
Optimised for both performance and security, the Travelmate P4 Series laptops are education partners that enable productivity.

TravelMate P449-M

Key Features
• 14" HD 1366 x 768 display (with optional FHD touch)
• Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 processor
• 5 GHz wireless connectivity
• Full school day battery life (Up to 8 hours1)
• Light weight from 1.68kg
• Project images wirelessly via Intel® WiDi2
• Hard disk anti-shock protection
• 3 year onsite warranty

Price from: $929 Ex GST

1 Battery life varies depending on power settings, specifications and usage. 2 WiDi feature can only be used with a compatible WiDi enabled projector or big screen.
TravelMate P6 Series

Key Features
• 14” HD 1366 x 768 display
• Intel® Core™ i5 / i7 processor
• Intel® Dual band wireless connectivity
• Full school day battery life (Up to 8 hours¹)
• Ultralight weight at only 1.6kg
• Project images wirelessly via Intel® WiDi²
• Hard disk anti-shock protection
• 3 year onsite warranty

Price from: $1329 Ex GST

Acer recommends Windows.

Optional Wireless Docking

4G WWAN

Ultra-light
Only 1.6kgs

4G

Acer Education Buyers Guide Term 4, 2016. * Hardware configuration can be tailored to school specifications, please contact your state Acer education business development manager.
**Professional Notebooks**

All seasoned professionals demand the best tools for education. Tailors seek the sharpest scissors, while carpenters desire the most robust chisels.

---

**TRAVELMATE X SERIES**

---

**TravelMate X349**

**Key Features**

- 14” FHD 1920 x 1080 display
- Intel® Core™ i5 / i7 processor
- Intel® Dual band wireless connectivity
- Intel® HD Graphics 520
- Full school day battery life (Up to 10 hours\(^1\))
- Ultralight weight at only 1.53kg
- Project images wirelessly via Intel® WiDi\(^2\)
- 3 year onsite warranty

**Price from: $979** Ex GST

\(^1\) Battery life varies depending on power settings, specifications and usage. \(^2\) WiDi feature can only be used with a compatible WiDi enabled projector or big screen.
2-IN-1 DEVICES
NEW

Key Features
• Full HD 12” IPS QHD touch display
• 6th Gen. Intel® Core™ i processor
• Includes Magnetic backlit keyboard and Active Pen
• Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265, 802.11ac LAN
• Up to 8 hours battery life
• Fan-less heat pipe CPU cooling system
• Weighs from 0.9kgs to 1.25kgs (with keyboard)
• 3 years onsite warranty

2-in-1 Devices
This lightweight 2-in-1 uses a space-age heat pipe cooling system to cool its high-performance CPU, so you get powerful computing without ever hearing the whine of a fan. Sporting a powerful 6th generation Intel® Core™ processor, the Switch Alpha 12 is the perfect blend of productivity, portability and flexibility.

Price from: $1189 Ex GST

Acer recommends Windows.

Switch Alpha 12

KEY FEATURES

- 10 Point Touch IPS QHD Display
- Acer Magnetic Snap Hinge™
- Fan-less heat pipe CPU cooling system
- Weighs from 0.9kgs to 1.25kgs (with keyboard)
- 3 years onsite warranty

NO FAN
NO DUST

Switch Alpha 12

Key Features
• Full HD 12” IPS QHD touch display
• 6th Gen. Intel® Core™ i processor
• Includes Magnetic backlit keyboard and Active Pen
• Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 7265, 802.11ac LAN
• Up to 8 hours battery life
• Fan-less heat pipe CPU cooling system
• Weighs from 0.9kgs to 1.25kgs (with keyboard)
• 3 years onsite warranty

Price from: $1189 Ex GST

Acer recommends Windows.
Acer Active Pen

To take full advantage of the incredible Windows Ink technology, every Acer Switch Alpha 12 is shipped with a pressure-sensitive Acer Active Pen.

Switch Alpha 12 STM Rugged Case

Tailor-made for the Switch Alpha 12, the STM case protects the unit from serious impact without hindering the performance of signature adjustable kickstand.

Acer Active Pen

Free bonus accessories with every Switch Alpha 12 purchase.

Switch Alpha 12 Magnetic Keyboard

The full-sized magnetic snap-on keyboard is raised for comfy typing and doubles as a screen cover.

3 Years Onsite Warranty

Peace of mind with our national repair network, ensuring minimal inconvenience and down time for our education customers Australia-wide.

Price and specification correct at time of printing however subject to change.

1 Battery life varies depending on power settings, specifications and usage.

2 WiDi feature can only be used with a compatible WiDi enabled projector or big screen.
ASPIRE R13

2-in-1 Devices
The Aspire R13 boasts intelligent construction, so you can transition effortlessly between six different user modes. Masterfully crafted with premium features, 13.3 touch screen and the Acer Active Pen.

Aspire R13
Key Features
• Full HD 13.3” IPS touch display with Gorilla® Glass 3
• Intel® Core™ i5 / i7 processor
• Active Pen included
• 5GHz wireless connectivity
• Up to 8 hours battery life
• Ezel™ Aero Hinge™ transition 6 different modes
• Weighs only 1.6kgs
• 3 years onsite warranty

Price from: $1339 Ex GST
ACER ACCESSORIES

Acer Universal USB 3.0 docking station
Compatible with All Windows Tablet & Notebooks Model
1 year standard warranty, $249 Ex GST

Acer USB Type-C Docking Station
Compatible with all USB-C compatible devices
1 year standard warranty, $279 Ex GST

TravelMate Professional ProDock III
Compatible with TravelMate P6 Series Notebooks Model
1 year standard warranty, $199 Ex GST

Notebook AC Adapter with Power Cable
Compatible with Acer TravelMate P6 Series Notebooks Model
1 year standard warranty, $199 Ex GST

Type-C to HDMI Adapter Cable
Compatible with All Windows Tablet & Notebooks Model
1 year standard warranty, $50 Ex GST

HDMI to VGA Adapter Cable
Compatible with All Windows Tablet & Notebooks Model
1 year standard warranty, $22 Ex GST

Carry Bag / Cover Options
Available in 11.6” / 13.3” / 14.1” / 15.6” / 16” Notebooks
1 year standard warranty, price from $25 Ex GST

Acer Active Stylus
Compatible with Switch 11V / Switch Alpha 12 / Aspire R13
1 year standard warranty, $49 Ex GST

Price and specification correct at time of printing however subject to change.
1 Battery life varies depending on power settings, specifications and usage.
2 WiDi feature can only be used with a compatible WiDi enabled projector or big screen.
Acer Chromebooks

#1 WORLDWIDE

From the World’s first Chromebooks to the World’s No.1 Chromebook brand

As a pioneer in the PC market, Acer introduced first Chromebook models to the World in May 2011 and has been leading the way in Chromebook innovation since.

Acer is now world’s No.1 Chromebook brand with over 33 percent market share. In 2016, Acer launched industry’s first Chromebook to feature 6th Generation Intel Core processors further strengthening its leading position in the Chromebook market.

Full Chrome OS portfolio for every step of learning process

To take full advantage of the Chrome OS and to cater for different educators’ needs, Acer’s Chrome solution lineup encompasses a wide range of Chrome OS based devices from the smallest Chromebox all the way to the All in One Chromebase with 24” touch display.

1 Source: Gartner “Market Share: Devices, All Countries, 4Q15 Update” 16 February 2016
Acer Chromebooks

RUN MILLIONS OF APPS

Choose from over a million apps on Google Play to install and use on Acer Chromebooks

Chrome OS is now available with the world’s most popular app store: Google Play.

Leading the Education Market

Schools in the US are now buying more Chromebooks than all other devices combined - and in Q1 of this year, Chromebooks topped Macs in overall shipments to become the #2 most popular PC operating system in the US*. 

Apps work offline and enable professional level productivity

Our users have often told us that they would like to do even more with their Chromebooks -- run more apps, use Office files more easily, connect with a variety of apps, and do more when they’re offline.

With Google Play now available on the Acer Chromebooks, this means you’ll be able to download and use Android apps, so you can learn a new language, train your brain or work with Office files and be productive offline -- or take a break with games like Minecraft.

Thousands of quality education specific apps are available for download at Google play store
The Acer Chromebook is a mobile device designed for a faster and more secure online experience. It uses web applications and online storage, and does not require traditional installation or anti-virus programs. It boots in a few seconds and offers great battery performance.

**Fun Fact**

Chromebooks capture 51% of US education device shipments overtaking all other platforms of which, Acer is #1 vendor in Chrome shipment. (source: Futuresource Q3 2015)

---

**Chromebook C730E**

- Intel® Celeron® Quad Core processor
- 11.6" HD WXGA 1366 x 768 display
- Intel® Advanced-N 7260, 802.11ac/a/b/g/n
- Intel® HD Graphics with 128 MB memory
- Acer Crystal Eye HD webcam
- Ultra-light at only 1.4kgs
- Full school day battery life (Up to 13 hours')
- 1 year mail-in warranty

**Price from:** $319 Ex GST

---

**Chromebook C738T**

- Intel® Celeron® Quad Core processor
- 11.6" IPS HD 1366 x 768 touch display
- 360° Dual-torque Hinge
- Intel® 802.11 AC Wireless + BT 4.0
- Nano-imprinted Metallic Finish
- Ultra-light at only 1.35kgs
- Full school day battery life (Up to 7.5 hours')
- 1 year mail-in warranty

**Price from:** $419 Ex GST
CHROMEBOOK 14

Chromebook 14
The Acer Chromebook 14 gets more done in the classroom or home with the speed, simplicity of Chrome OS, long battery life and spacious 14" displays with narrow bezel designs.

Key Features
• Intel® Celeron® / Core™ i3 processor
• 14" HD 1366 x 768, high-brightness Acer ComfyView™ display LED-backlit display
• Intel® Dual Band Wireless-AC 802.11ac
• Spill-resistant keyboard | USB Type-C
• Ultra-light at only 1.45kgs
• Full school day battery life (Up to 12 hours\(^1\))
• 1 year mail-in warranty

Price from: **$469** Ex GST

Price and specification correct at time of printing however subject to change. \(^1\) Battery life varies depending on power settings, specifications and usage.
Veriton Desktop Family
Acer’s professional PCs are loved by our customers worldwide. We listen & tailor solutions for clients large or small whether it’s to meet the needs of a local school in Perth or to support the London Olympic Games. The Veriton PC range comes in all sizes to suit the needs of today’s growing classrooms.

VERITON DESKTOPS

VERITON DESKTOPS

Eco-friendly outlook
Meeting standards for ENERGY STAR®, EPEAT® Gold/Silver, RoHS and WEEE, Acer Veriton desktops conserve resources and are safe for students and the environment.

Reliable by design
A 100% solid capacitor design on selected models provides up to six times longer life span than electrolytic counterparts, it helps system stay up and running.

Dependable performance
Only the best-in-class components are used in Acer Veriton Desktops, along with superior graphics solutions and available expansion bays allow for flexible configurations.

MINI

COMPACT

TOWER

Ultra Small Form Factor PC
Veriton N Series

Small Form Factor PC
Veriton X Series

Mini Tower PC
Veriton M Series

Acer recommends Windows.

Hardware configuration can be tailored to school specifications, please contact your state Acer education business development manager.
FIT CLASSROOMS OF ANY SIZE

Veriton Desktop Range
Price from: $649 Ex GST

23” All in One PC
Veriton Z Series

ALL IN ONE

Acer Control Centre
Get your PC information you need whether hardware or software that will keep your computer running as well as diagnose the status of the overall health of the machine.

Secure TPM
Trusted platform module (TPM) is a hardware-based security platform that uses mechanisms to ensure that your computer and data are kept safe.

Expansion Slots
PCIe x16 and Mini slots offer a high-level of expansion capabilities for when an upgrade in performance is required.

Price and specification correct at time of printing however subject to change.
Veriton X2 Series
The Veriton X2 series offers high value desktop computing in compact packages. With excellent multitasking performance from a variety of configurations, the Veriton X2 systems can be tailored to a number of requirements for school use. Not only the Veriton X2 machines have the powerful manageability for easy deployment and maintenance, they’re also designed to maximise energy efficiency and reduce power consumption.

Key Features
• Space saving 10 Litre chassis design
• Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 processor
• 4GB DDR4 Memory
• 500GB 7200rpm SATA Hard Disk Drive
• DVD super multi drive
• Genuine Windows 10 Home
• 3 years onsite warranty

Purpose-Built Performance
Performance is at the forefront of Veriton X2 design. Heavy demand CPU or GPU tasks run smoothly, thanks to 6th generation Intel® Core™ CPUs.

Use with Multiple Displays
With next generation Intel® HD Graphics, Acer Veriton X2 series PCs can support up to two independent displays.

Price from: $649 Ex GST
Veriton N Series
Looking for a creative solution to your limited workspace? The compact Veriton N Series packs generous processing power, manageability and security features into a 1-liter design perfect for space-restricted settings. Available thin clients maximize security and manageability for a lower total cost of ownership.

Key Features
• Space saving 10 Litre chassis design
• Intel® Core™ i3 / i5 processor
• 4GB DDR4 Memory
• 500GB 5400rpm SATA Hard Disk Drive
• Optional DVD super multi drive
• Genuine Windows 10 Home
• 3 years onsite warranty

Price from: $649 Ex GST

Compact
These compact form factors fit any work space, and their great flexibility further increases your space savings. The Veriton N Series can stand vertically, or it can be attached to the back of a TV or monitor.

Customised
The Veriton N Series supports a wide range of computing needs, from low-power dynamic processing for common tasks to best performance for multimedia embedded applications.

- Monitor sold separately. More configuration options available online.
1 litre model shown mounted on monitor.
V6 SERIES MONITORS

V6 Series monitors feature Acer eColor technology for striking visuals, and Acer ComfyView innovations that reduce glare to deliver most-comfortable viewing. These sturdy monitors also have a wide array of ports, so you can connect many types of devices and do more at once. In addition it has built in speaker / display port and VESA mountable.

Price from: $149 Ex GST
Available Size: 19.5" / 22" / 24" / 27"

Acer eColour Management
Acer monitors can quickly tailor performance characteristics (brightness, saturation, contrast, etc.) to suit visual content. There are five modes: Standard, Text, Graphics, Movie, and User-Defined. With such flexibility to optimize, Acer monitors deliver specialized views in just a few clicks.
Acer ErgoStand
The Acer ErgoStand pivots vertically so documents and web pages can be viewed in portrait mode - which is great for creating content, too. It also tilts and moves up and down for finding the most comfortable viewing position. Plus, the swivel adjustment lets you move the display around for convenient sharing.

B6 SERIES MONITORS
Ideal for use in your schools office, libraries and computer labs, B6 Series monitors deliver dynamic and energizing visuals thanks to their high display resolution and true-to-life colours. Eco-friendly technologies help to save power and cut energy costs. The monitors also feature an ergonomic design for comfortable all-day computing.

Price from: $249 Ex GST
Available Size: 22" / 24" / 27" / 32"

* All monitor comes with 3 Years Mail-in Warranty.

Acer ErgoStand
The Acer ErgoStand pivots vertically so documents and web pages can be viewed in portrait mode - which is great for creating content, too. It also tilts and moves up and down for finding the most comfortable viewing position. Plus, the swivel adjustment lets you move the display around for convenient sharing.
Acer P1186 / P1286 projectors are best value projectors ideal for everyday use, at school. Make your presentations more compelling and entertainment more exciting with high brightness, high contrast and DLP® 3D Ready, while adhering to your bottom line.
P1186 Projector

Key Features
• 3200 Lumens for medium-sized bright rooms
• SVGA (800 x 600) resolution for crisp clear presentations
• Multimedia and wireless support for serious users
• HDMI/ MHL connectivity
• 2 Years Mail-in Warranty

Price from: $399 Ex GST

P1286 Projector

Key Features
• 3300 Lumens for medium-sized bright rooms
• XGA (1024 x 1068) resolution for crisp clear presentations
• Multimedia and wireless support for serious users
• HDMI/ MHL connectivity
• 2 Years Mail-in Warranty

Price from: $469 Ex GST

ACER ALTOS SERVERS

24x7 availability, reliability and efficiency

Designed with Business in Mind
While scaling up and building your business, your data grows as well. Acer’s mainstream one and two-socket servers come with powerful specifications and intelligent management tools that easily plug in and begin working for you. Considering virtualisation? Cloud computing? Acer’s enterprise-class solutions are designed to bring flexible IT environments to the business sector, as well as enable high availability and manageability while cutting operation overhead.

High-End Performance
Intel® server processors offer the scalable performance and advanced reliability required for your server and data centre environments. Acer servers harness the power and reliability of Intel® Xeon® processors to deliver maximum performance in a form factor that is perfect for your needs.

Altos T110 F3®
Part Number: US.R8QSA.Q81-WT8
• Intel® Xeon® E3-1220v3 Processor
• 1x 8GB DDR3-1600 RAM
• 1TB 7.2K RPM 3.5” Enterprise Grade SATA HDD
• DVD Super-Multi Drive
• Integrated SATA RAID®
• Supports up to 4x 3.5” or 4x 2.5” SAS/SATA/SSD hard drives®
• Acer Smart Setup Utility
• 3 Years Parts and Labour NBD Onsite Response

Price from: $1439 Ex GST

Altos T310 F3®
Part Number: US.R8RSA.T78-WT8
• Intel® Xeon® E3-1240v3 Processor
• 16GB (2x 8GB) DDR3-1600 RAM
• 4x 4TB 7.2K 3.5” Enterprise Grade SATA HDD
• DVD Super-Multi Drive | Integrated SATA RAID®
• Supports up to 4x 3.5” or 4x 2.5” SAS/SATA/SSD hotswap hard drives®
• Dedicated Remote Management Port
• Acer Smart Setup Utility | Acer Server Manager
• 3 Years Parts and Labour NBD Onsite Response

Price from: $3199 Ex GST

Acer recommends Windows.
ALTOS TOWER SERIES

Dual Socket Tower / Rack Server with Hotswap Functionality

Uninterrupted, Solid Computing
The AT350 F3 come with dual sockets CPU which delivers up to 44-core performance with the latest Intel® Xeon® processors along with DDR4 memory for high-speed, memory-intensive and multi-threaded operations. What’s more, 1+1 redundant platinum-level power supplies and redundant 80 PLUS® Platinum-level power supplies and hot-swappable system fans secure your system uptime for increased productivity.

Altos AT350 F3°
- Intel® Xeon® E5-2609v3/v4 Processor
- 64GB (4x 16GB) DDR4-2133/2400 RAM
- 920W Redundant (1+1) 80 PLUS® Platinum-level power supply
- 3x 300GB 10K RPM 2.5" Enterprise Grade SAS HDD
- DVD Super-Multi Drive | 6GB 8 ports SAS/SATA RAID*
- Supports up to 8x 2.5" or 3.5" SAS/SATA hot swap hard drives
- Dedicated Remote Management Port
- Acer Smart Setup Utility | Acer Server Manager
- 3 Years Parts and Labour NBD Onsite Response

Price from: $4949 Ex GST
Acer recommends Windows.

**ALTOS RACK-MOUNT SERIES**

**All-Round Performance and Expansion**

**Altos | R Series**
The Altos R Series is a robust two-socket 1U or 2U system that is ideal for almost any application. This dynamic system can function as a head node, for virtualization purposes, or as a storage system for your HPC (High-Performance Computing) and technical computing environments. Extremely expandable and highly efficient, this system is a powerful core for your most demanding data-center needs. Equipped up to two 750 W or 1100 W 80 PLUS Platinum-level hotswap power supplies.

**Extremely Powerful**
The Altos R Series supports up to two Intel® Xeon® E5-2600 v3/v4 product family processors, and high-performance DDR4 memory occupying twenty-four DIMM slots. There is no shortage of storage capability with up to twelve 3.5” or 8/16/24 2.5” front-accessible, hot-swap hard drives, two 2.5” internal drive bays and two 2.5” rear-accessible hot-swap drive bay options. Hard drives can be configured in 12Gb/s SAS RAID and SAS HBA for increased performance and data availability.

### Altos R360 F3°
- Intel® Xeon® E5-2609v3/v4 Processor
- 32 GB (2x 16GB) DDR4 -2133/2400 RAM
- 750W Redundant (1+1) 80 PLUS® Platinum-level hotswap power supply
- 3x 300GB 10K RPM 2.5” Enterprise Grade SAS HDD
- Supports up to 8x 2.5” SAS/SATA hotswap hard drives
- 12GB 8-ports SAS/SATA RAID controller
- Dual (1+1) port Intel® X540 10Gbe Ethernet
- Dedicated Remote Management Port | Rack-Mount Rail Kit
- Acer Smart Setup Utility | Acer Server Manager
- 3 Years Parts and Labour NBD Onsite Response

Price from: $6299 Ex GST

### Altos R380 F3°
- Intel® Xeon® E5-2609v3/v4 Processor
- 64GB (4x 16GB) DDR4 -2133/2400 RAM
- 1100W Redundant (1+1) 80 PLUS® Platinum-level hotswap power supply
- 3x 600GB 10K RPM 2.5” Enterprise Grade SAS HDD
- 12GB 8-ports SAS/SATA RAID controller
- Supports up to 16x 2.5” SAS/SATA hotswap hard drives
- Dual (1+1) port Intel® X540 10Gbe Ethernet
- Dedicated Remote Management Port | Rack-Mount Rail Kit
- Acer Smart Setup Utility | Acer Server Manager
- 3 Years Parts and Labour NBD Onsite Response

Price from: $7149 Ex GST

*Hardware configuration can be tailored to school specifications, please contact your state Acer education business development manager.*
Acer Smart Setup
Acer Smart Setup guides you through the server configuration and deployment process in a few clicks via a simple interface, so you can set up your system quickly and easily. This utility automatically detects hardware components to retrieve the proper drivers and configure the server intelligently for a Windows or Linux® operating system.

Acer Smart Server Manager
Acer Smart Server Manager (ASSM) offers all the functionality of Acer Smart Console, with additional features and the ability to manage up to 250 physical and virtual devices at the same time. Providing email alerts; SNMP trap configuration and collection; management for server hardware, OS and virtual machines; and connectivity to server-specific interfaces, ASSM is the perfect window for IT administrators.

GENUINE ACER SERVER WARRANTY
Trusted and Speedy Support

24x7 Support Hotline for Altos Server and Storage Solutions
We recognised the requirement for technical support availability for our Altos server and storage customers to extend beyond the typical working day and the need to ensure that support issues can be addressed immediately. As part of our continued growth in the server and storage market and the strength of our after-sales service and support, we introduced a 24 x 7 hotline facility for all Acer Channel Partners and customers. This support covers customers regionally (in Australia and New Zealand) with 24 x 7 telephone support by Acer Senior Second Level support engineers.

Server Support 24x7 Hotline: 1300 659 900
ACER CLOUD PROFESSOR

To register simply send me a creative showcase of what your school is doing with STEM, focussed on Technology (in any format you choose) to Natasha.Babic@acer.com by 30 Nov 2016.

I will announce our Early Adopter Pilot Sites in our Term 1 2017 Education Buyers Guide so that you can continue on the journey with us!
Children’s Tumour Foundation of Australia provides care and support to those impacted by Neurofibromatosis, three genetic conditions known as NF (NF1, NF2 and Schwannomatosis). NF causes tumours to grow on nerves throughout the body, affecting major organs, and can lead to blindness, bone abnormalities, deafness, disfigurement and learning disabilities. There is currently no cure and very limited treatment options.

Acer is proud to be in partnership with Children’s Tumour Foundation of Australia to raise funds for research and support programs, provide information to families and friends, educators and health professionals, and assist those impacted to find help and friendship within the NF community.

There are plenty of ways to help Children’s Tumour Foundation of Australia to raise funds and awareness about NF. Read more online at www.ctf.org.au
CONTACT US FOR A TEST DRIVE
byod.acer.com.au/edu-testdrive

Switch Alpha 12
SUPERB PERFORMANCE WITHOUT THE NOISE

CHAT WITH US
Acer Education Business Development Managers

NSW / ACT
Natasha Babic
Mobile: 0409 361 804
Email: Natasha.Babic@acer.com

VIC
Jaime Vallejo-Rojas
Mobile: 0412 406 779
Email: Jaime.VallejoRojas@acer.com

TAS
Marissa Pook
Mobile: 0411 081 989
Email: Marissa.Pook@acer.com

WA
Julia Sinton
Mobile: 0418 680 229
Email: Julia.Sinton@acer.com

SA / NT
John Winter
Mobile: 0418 825 951
Email: John.Winter@acer.com

SA / NT
National Education Sales Manager
Natasha Babic
Mobile: 0409 361 804
Email: Natasha.Babic@acer.com

SUPERB PERFORMANCE
WITHOUT THE NOISE

Switch Alpha 12
Powered by Intel® Core™ i Processors.

Acer Computer Australia
A.B.N. 78 003 872 768
8 Baywater Drive
Wentworth Point, NSW 2127
Tel: (02) 8762 3000
Fax: (02) 9764 2368
www.acer.com.au

Prices are valid until 31/12/2016. Acer and the Acer logo are registered trademarks of Acer Incorporated. Copyright 2016 Acer. All rights reserved. All rights reserved. All rights reserved. Ultrabook, Celeron, Celeron Inside, Core Inside, Intel, Intel Logo, Intel Atom, Intel Atom Inside, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Inside Logo, Intel vPro, Itanium, Itanium Inside, Pentium, Pentium Inside, Xeon, Xeon Inside, and Xeon Phi are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. Price and specification correct at time of printing however subject to change. *Pictures are for illustrative purposes only. **Terms and conditions apply – warranty locations available on website www.acer.com.au. Advance Exchange Warranty – in the event of a HDD failure a replacement drive will be shipped direct to the customer. In the event a system replacement is required, the replacement will be shipped to the customer and the faulty unit will need to be returned once migration is completed. Only available through the Acer Authorised Resellers listed above. All efforts have been made to check for errors in typography and photography, however inadvertent errors may occur for which Acer may not be responsible. All prices indicated are ex GST. Offers available while stocks last. No Cashback applies to all models featured. Screen simulated, subject to change. Windows Store apps sold separately. App availability and experience may vary by market.